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AlISTRALlAN CONSTRlICTORS ASSOCIATION

23 April 200t)
The Chairman
Australian Accounting Standards Bllard
PO Box 20-l
Collins Stred West
Victoria R007

Dear Sir

The Australian Constructors Association CACA") was formed in 1994 to advance the
interests of major construction contractors. ACA has 17 members (see Appendix 3)
who have combined annual revenue of over $40 billion and employ over 86,000
people directly with several hundred thousand more employed by subcontractors on
member projects.
We appreciate the opportunity to respond to the AASB's request for comments on
[TC 18 Request for Comment on lASE Discussion Paper (,'DP"): Preliminary Views
on Revenue Recognitiol1 il1 Col1fmcts with Customers.

We have assessed the impact of the DP on the Australian Construction Industry. We
consider that the single set of principles as currently proposed in the DP do not
provide the necessary flexibility and clarity of application needed for accounting for
complex long-term contracts, and in particular construction contracts when compared
to the current standard [AS II COils/rue/ion Con/rae/s. As such, we believe the
proposals as currenLly drafted would have a significant negative impact on all of
Australia's construction contractors.
We believe that the nature of construction contracts, where the customer actually
specifies the main elements of structural design, are very different to other
commercial agreements and further specific guidance on how to apply the principles
to the various types of construction contracts is required.
The following are the key issues we have with the DP as presented:
"

How the control concept could be applied when considering long-term
constrllction contracts - legal possession may not pass until completion, however
there has been significant economic and physical activities undertaken prior to
completion; the benefit of which has been received by the customer, which lllay
not be refkcted in the income statement.
The construction industry is it service industry we manage risks on constructing
unique/large assets or infrastructure. Therefore will a contract result in the
'delivery' of a completed asset or is it a construction service that is being provided
to a cllstomer (as is agreed with the customer)')

The proposals may lead to a separation of financial accounting and management
control.
€I

Focus on the legal side of a contract may provide structuring opportunities and
will lead to reduced comparability between entities within the same industry.
We note that the DP does not cover a number of topics which have a specific
bearing on long-term contracts (for example combining contracts, changes in the
contract's terms and conditions after contract inception, gross or net presentation
models, cost recognition guidance).

€I

€I

We have identified a number of significant practical difficulties in implementing
the proposals that would have a high cost for contractors.
On balance, we believe that the proposals contained in the DP may lead to reduced
usefulness of financial statements for users.

The above issues are discussed further in the General Commentary in Appendix A and
have been incorporated into our responses to the specific questions contained in the
DP (Appendix B).
We propose clarifications to the proposed rnodel that would clearly definc
construction contracts. This proposed change would provide clarity that activities
undertaken to fulfil a construction contract is an agreement for the rendering of a
service, rather than the manufacture or delivery of a good. Further it would clarify that
continuing services are provided under construction contracts and that it is not
practical or relevant for performance obligations to be recognised separately. This
would lead to the most relevant and reliable information whereby companies' revenue
recognition profile reflects the economic substance of the performance of the contract
because it is linked to the activities and progress on construction of the asset.

Yours faithfully

Jim Barrett
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Appendix 1
General cOf7lmentm:v

Nature of constructio/l contracts

As reflected by their current separate treatment in IFRS (lAS I J &. IFRIC 15),
construction contracts have a different nature to other commercial agreements.
Currently the proposals do not focus on construction contracts. The proposals do not
seem to address the previously identified issue in lFRC IS.BC 16( c) that "lAS II lacks
speci fic gu idance on the definition of a construction contract and further appl ication
guidance is needed to help identify construction contracts".
While we note lFRIC's view in IFRICI5.BCI6(a) that "the fact that construction
spans more than one accounting period and requires progress payments are not
relevant features to consider when determining ... the timing of revenue recognition"
we believe construction contracts, where the customer actual! y speci fies the main
elements of structural design [lFRIC IS.BC 19], are very different to other contracts in
that they are directly driven by the customer.
Construction contracts where the customer specifies the main elements of' structural
design have the following characteristics:
I. Unique as the customer initiates a bid for the contract and then specifies the
structural design. 110 two construction contracts will be the same. The
specifications or the client will be different from one project to another and
from one customer to another customer.
This contrasts to the "manufacture or goods to a customers specifications"
where the customer is choosing e1enwnts from a range of options specified by
the seller, such as manufacture of a car or plane or a standard design or
platform with different optional extras or fit outs.
Under the proposals, this unique nature will make it diflicult to consistently
identify and measure performance obligations from project to project and
contractor to contractor, as discussed further in response to Question 4.

2. Ability to change the contract - As the client is able to specify major
structural elements of the design, before and/or during constrllction,
construction contracts are written to enable scope changes and changes in the
transaction price including:
"
"

Cost escalation clauses
Variations

"
"
"

Claims
Incentive payments
Extensions of time

Under the proposals this ability to vary the design and scope will result in
dil'ficulties as the transaction price will vary during the project. as discussed
funher in response to Question 10.

Economic substance over legal form
We believe the proposals will result in the economic substance of transactions not
being reflected due to the prevalence of legal form in the DP in relation to control.
As discussed in ollr response to Question 8, the DP's concept of control focLlses on
the legal form of a contract rather than the economic substance of construction
arrangements.
We believe the economic substance or construction contracts is that the customer has
the rights, illustrated by the typical practice of the customer paying for work as
performed, under the contract despite not having the ability to legally control work in
progress.
In construction activIty, possession and therefore legal control of the site is
maintained by the contractor in order for the efficient conduct of the construction
activity. This is also rdlectccl in the accounting of the customer, who recognises an
asset under construction on their balance sheet, despite not having legal control.
A Illove to focus on a pure legal concept of control would most likely have the impact
of deferring the recognition of revenue on construction contracts until legal control
has passed to thc customer at completion. notwithstanding that the economic
substance is that the customer receives the right to the work in progress during
construction. Indeed, contracts generally contain clauses that entitle the customer to
terminate works and take control of the site after making appropriate payment to the
contractor 1'01' unpaid works.
This is supported by IFRIC 15 Agreements .Ii)}' COllstmetioll oj'Real 1:'.11(111', IEII,
where it is acknowledged that when a buyer has the right to take over the work in
progress during construction, this may be an indicator that the entity transfers control
of the work in progress in its current state as construction progresses to the buyer.

As discussed in OUl' response to the AASB specific questions below, this will result in
significant uncertainty by users as to the performance of' companies.

Based on our reading of the DP we are unable to determine whether a contractor is
providing a good or a service. Delivery of a good will result in deferral of revenue
recognition as legal control may remain with the contractor for practical
considerations. As discussed in Appendix B it is our view that the contractor is
providing a service.

Loss of existing guidance ill IFRS
We note that the DP does not consider the following areas that are currently
considered in the existing standard lAS II:
"
..
..

combining contracts,
changes in it contracts terms.
cost recognition guidance.

We believe the loss

or guidance in these areas would be detrimcntal.

Practical d{fJiculties in implementing the proposals
The current lASE framework states:
'The benefits derived from information should exceed the cost of providing il."
[paragraph 44].
We believe the proposed principles would be difficult to implement in practice and
involve significant cost that would be of lillie benefit to llsers of financial reports.
Idcl!lijicmi{)11 lij'separale performance obligaliol1s

As discussed in our response to Question 4. the uniqueness. sheer size and
complexity of construction cor1lracls. including different delivery methods. would
make consistent identification of performance obligations under the proposals difricult
within an organisation let alone across the global construction industry.
We believe this will reduce comparability of the performance of construction
companies and encourage the modification or contracts to achieve a desired revenue
recognition profile.
Sillisfaciioll o( separale pt'l/ormancc oh/igaliol1s

Assuming that a continllous transfer of the asset can be achieved. lhe satisfaction of
performance obligations based on physical delivery would not always provide a good
indication or the satisfaction of performance obligations compareclto costs incllrred.
For example for a tunnel project. 80% of the costs of the project may he incurred on
just 20(Yr; of the physical tunnel being bored due to difficult ground conditions. As a
result measurement by reference to percentage of completion llsing costs would be

more relevant than to satisfaction of separate performance obligations for long-term
contracts.
Ne\\" personnel lind svslellls reqllired

We believe the proposals would require additional personnel (both legal and
accounting skills) and development or new systems to:
"
"
"
"
"

identify and record separate performance obligations for large and complex
contracts 13.21-25]
estimate stand alone selling prices for separate performance obligations 15.45-54]
calculate the time value of money for transactions [March IASB Meeting]
remeasure performance obligations and transaction price
monitor current performance in satisfying performance obligations

Erisling project uccollllIing s\"slcms

(I

lid jler/iJi"Jllul/cl' mea.wrclIlcnt

Whi Ie nevI" systems and res()urces wi II be needed as discussed above. we bel ieve these
will not replace existing project accounting systems,
Construction revenue under current standards is relatively easily calculated. well
understood and more reliable compared to the proposals as it is based on a margin
applied to the percentage of completion determined by comparing costs to date to lotal
estimated costs at completion. As a result. current systems are focused on the
recording and monitoring of costs,
We do not anticipate the focus on costs of existing systems could or would change as
this is how performance of project managers is measured the world over. The current
cost focussed system is widely understood internally by chief decision makers. project
managers. employees and subcontractors. and externally by customers. financiers and
analysts.
As a result we see ne\v systems \vill overlay existing systems in order to produce
revenue for financial reporting purposes,
As a result of this we see a number of issues:

..

Revenue may be significantly different to costs incurred (i.e,. a tunnel may
represent ROCk of project costs but only be 20% of the project);
Divergence between financial and management accounting resulting in reduced
usefulness to users as performance measured internally will be significantly
different to external measures -- resulting in additional explanation of percentage
of completion for shareholders. analysts. etc; and
Differences between how the chief operating decision maker reviews performance
compared to performance disclosed in the financial statements, We note that the
revised IFRS 8 Operatill!? Segmellts focuses on reporting through the "eyes of
management". We note that this proposal vvi 11 create further di1Terences bet ween
management and statutory results,

Lilllited liene{it to ('us/olllers

The additional costs of complying with the proposals are seen as having limited
benefit to customers as orten they are seeking pricing benefits in terms of economies
of scale by combining multiple elements into one contract.
The result will he that the elTort expended hy contractors in identifying and measuring
satisfaction of performance obligations would not be recognised by the customer and
will be borne by the contractor.
Refinement of the proposals - Construction as a service
As reflected by their current separate treatment in IPRS (lAS II & IFRIC 15),
construction contracts have a different nature to other commercial arrangements.
The Boards note in 1.14 that distinguishing between goods and services is a problem
in IFRS and a lack of clear distinction reduces the comparability of revenue across
entities.
We do not believe the current proposal addresses this issue, particularly in relation to
construction. We seek clarification in relation to construction activity by defining
construction activity as agreement for the rendering of services.
We believe the construction industry is a service industry with construction activIty
driven by the customer. Construction activity is only undertaken when initiated and
then agreed by the customer, as opposed to creation of routinely manufactured
inventory.
We discuss the idea that construction is a service in Question 8.

AASB Spec(fk Matters for comment
We believe that the proposals overall would not resull in financial .<;tatements that
would be useful to users and the proposals arc Ilot in the best illlerests of the
Australian economy.
Financial statement usefulness
The proposals could potentially reduce the usefulness to users due to:
"

"

Deferral in revenue recognition despite substantial activity having been
undertaken on the customer's behalf and that deferral would not reflect the
significant value or work performed on the customer's behalf even when the
customer does not have legal control:
Significant uncertainly for users as to the performance of companies when no
revenue is recognised in the period when significant work is undertaken.
Situations could arise where a company has a loss for the year due to overheads
despite having significant unrecognised revenue and profit in a project. In such a

situation we do not helieve recognition of no revenue would be a "truc and fair
view" of thc company' s performance for the period.

Best interests of the Australian economy
As outlined in our general comments above we believe the practical implications of
the new proposals will result in a significant cost burden to contractors with no
apparent benefit to llsers of financial statements. More speci fically, if an outcome of
the DP is that revenue and profit on long-term contracts is only recognised at
completion, then contractors would likely bias their activities to short-term contracts
and lessen their desire to undertake long-term infrastructure projects, the outcome
being that accounting drives commerce. For example, since the introduction of
IFRIC 15. an unintended consequence has been that Illany public eornpanies have
withdrawn from large scale high density property developments because or the
deferral of profits.
Another potential consequence of not recogms11lg revenue and profit progressively
would be breaches of interest cover ratios due to variability of earnings which would
inevitably be misinterpreted, leading to an increased cost of capital. Similarly,
dividends will be dererred in line with revenue and be more lumpy, reducing the
attractiveness or the construction sector as an investment class. Once again this will
increase the cost or capital 1'01' the industry.

Appendix 2
Set out below are our responses to the specific questions in the DP:
Ques
1: Do you agree with the hoards' proposal to base a single revenue
recognition pl'indple on changes in an entity's contract asset or contract
liability,? Why or why not'? If not, how would you address the inconsistency in
existing standards that arises from having different revenue recognition
pdnciples'?

In principle we agree with the proposal to have a single revenue recognition model.
However, we have concerns over how this model would apply to long-term contracts,
including construction contracts. More specifically, we arc concerned that most
construction contracts contain legal clauses that may suggest control of the asset
under construction may not pass to the customer until completion. This would result
in no revenue or profit being recognised as the contract progresses in favour of profit
being recognised at completion.
We do not believe that recognition of the contract revenue at completion or a longterm contract provides relevant information to the users of financial reports. Refer
also to comments made in Question 2.
We consider that there is a clear distinction bet ween the construction of an asset under
a customer's direction and specification, compared to the production of an item or
inventory which is available for sale to any cllstomer, notwithstanding both assets
may take an extended period to produce. In our view, construction of an asset under a
customer's direction is a service progressively delivered and is best lllea:-.ured by the
activities in bringing the asset to fruition. If the customer can specify the major
structural and functional elements of the design before or during construction, the
activities perf'orrned for the customer should he the basis for assessing perforrnance
and recognising revenue, irrespective of legal control. Accordingly, thc timing of
revenue recognition should be progressive as those activities are provided.
If the proposed model docs not allow the recognition of revenue and profit
progressively for such long-term contracts, we believe the proposed moclel should be
amended to accommodate this outcome.
Question 2: Are there any types of contracts for which the hoards/ proposed
principle would not pn>vide decision-useful infonnation? Please provide
examples and explain why. What alternative principle do you think is more
useful in those flXllmnlflS'
As noted ill Question 1, we have concerns regarding the application or this model to
long-term contracts where the assct being constructed is at the direction of the
cllstomer. If this model results in revenuc being recognised on completion of' a
contract, then we consider that this would not provide llseful information to users of
the financial report.

POI' example, the construction of a road at the government's request can take several
years to complete. The design of the road has been determined by the customer (the
government), and must be completed by a specified date. The contract establishes
cash instalments to be paid as the work progresses to optimise the company's working
capital position. It is difficult to determine whether the model outlined in the DP
would result in the continuous transfer of the partially constructed road throughout the
term of the contract or on completion of the road. In our view, recognition of revenue
at completion of the contract would not provide users of the financial report with
appropriate information as to the perrormance of the cornpany.

To provide another example outside the construction industry, the building of train
rolling stock which has been structurally designed from initial conception to meet a
customer's exacting specifications, but legal ownership remains with the contractor
until delivery of the neet in say year ten. If no revenue was recognised ulltil delivery
of the rolling stock, despite progress payments being made, there is no reasonable
basis for investors and analysts to assess the performance of the company (nor the
contract) for each of the financial periods during the construction period without
significant additional reporting outside the primary financial report.
We are concerned that slightly dirferent legal clauses in bespoke contracts will create
inconsistency of reporting for contractors. Further, contracts drafted in different legal
jurisdictions will exacerbate the problem, when essentially the substance of the work
being performed is the same. How will companies explain these cross border nuances
to investors and analysts? This would require a significant increase in reporting
outside financial reports to ensure users understand underlying performance. We do
not believe this outcome is consistent with ASIC's and the Financial Stability's Board
drive for improved financial reporting transparency.
There has never been a time when the provision or relevant information to users of
financial reports is more important. In the current economic climate, governments
around the world are aggressively pursuing the upgrading and implementation of
infrastructure, such as water treatl1lent plants, road and rail transport, and power
plants. If the DP results in revenue not being recognised on the construction of
infrastructure projects until completioll, then thi" may severely inhibit competition in
the market as sorne contractors redirect their resources to projects with shoneI'
ti meframes.

Do you agree with the Board's definition of a cont!'act'?
provide examples of jurisdictions or circumstances in
to
that definition.
We agree with the Board's definition of a contract, and consider both written
contracts and implicit contracts should be captured by the standard.
With the focus on contract it is unclear whether the proposed model would result in a
"gross up" of the balance sheet, whereby a liability is booked at contract inceptioll to
recognise the obligation to deliver uncler the contract (similar to accounting for an
executory contract). II' this is the case, we would not support this outcome, as thi~

would art i ficially inflate the hil lance sheet I'or performance obligations, rather than
liabilities that result in an economic outnow.

Question 4: Do you think the boards' proposed definition of a pel'formance
obligation would help entities to identify consistently the deliverables in (or
components of) a contract'? Why or why not'? If not, please pI'Ovidt~ examples of
circumstances in which applying the proposed definition would inappropriately
identify or omit deliverables in (01' components of) the contract.
Long-term construction contracts typically do not separatt:'ly spt:'cify all the activities
that are required to be performed in order to sati~fy the associated service obligation>.
and/or provide the deliverables under a contract. In most instances, contract>. legally
require the delivery of an asset sllch as a road or building. anc! the contractor ha~ an
ongoing ohligation to the customer until it delivers the completed asset. Before we
address Question 4 specifically. it is necessary that we comment on the ability to
distinguish between the delivery of services or goods under long-term construction
contracts.
Consider again the above exarnpJe where the contractor is providing a service of
constructing a road or building. To fulfil the contract, the contractor will be required
to acquire materials and utilise labour to construct the asset. It is unclear in the DP
whether in this situation the constructor is delivering a gooe! or service. It is our view
that the contractor is delivering a service and whibt legally the final deliverable is a
good. the asset is in substance transferred to the customer on an ongoing basis, and
not on completion. We expand on this view in Question 8.
We believe that the DP requires further guidance clarifying the practical application
of a definition of a good and service, and also guidance on what constitutes 'transfer'
of an asset as required in paragraphs 3.1 R to 3.20. 'rhe definition of "transfer" is
important in this model because it is the trigger for the revenue recognition. We
believe that specific examples should be incorporated in the DP for long-term
construction contracts which clearly indicate construction is a service this would help
reduce diversity in practice when applying these definitions.
With this background of what we believe is the interpretation or the transfer of goods
or services in relation to long-term constrllction contracts, we turn to thc performancc
obligations under these contracts where slich services are provided. As noted above.
construeti()n contracts typically do not separately specify all the activities that are
requirecito be performed by the contractor in order to fulfil its obligations, The sheer
size and complexity of long-term construction contracts arc sLich that the concept of
separate 'performance obligations' may be of little relevance to Llsers and also subject
to interpretation.
We outline an example below to illustrate lhe difficulties In
determining what the performance obligations are and the practical issues in
consistently identifying these obligations.
A contract to construct a building where control of the building remaInS with the
cllstomer during construction. The contractor is delivering a service and accordingly
there is continuous delivery of' services and perf'onnance obligations under the
contract as the building is constructed.

The performance obligations could he interpreted to be many different combinations
of ohligations, including:
I.
2.

out
3.
4.

Laying each individual brick;
Completion of the specific elements i.e. J'a<,;ade. air conditioning or plumbing. fit
etc;
Completion of individual floors; or
Completion of' the entire building.

Each or these interpretations of what could constitute a performance obligation
appears acceptable under the DP as drafted. It is clear rrom this example that the
identification of performance obligations could vary by the decision of individual
contractors. This would result in a lack of comparability of financial reporting
because such wide interpretations in identification or perrormance obligations could
translate into vastly different revenue recognition patterns.
This example raises the following questions and issues
perf'ormance obligations as it driver for revenue:

"

"

"

III

relation to utilising

What is the level of granularity that a contractor should go tn when identifying
performance obligations'?
The cost of implementing new systems and then running these systems to track
numerous performance obligations would be significant, and we would not expect
this cost to he outweighed by improved performance reporting.
Is it really feasible to provide guidance in this revenue recognition mociel on
performance obligations that can be applied consistently across all long-term
contracts?
If many performance obligations are identified. how is the transaction price
allocated to each obligation? Individual performance obligations are not
generally priced separately and management certainly do not measure the
performance of a construction project by this method. Consequently it would be
extremely difficult and onerous to price each obligation and use this as a basis for
revenue recognition.

In summary. we are concerned that the requirement to identify performance
obligations in relation to long-term construction contracts will lead to:
"

..

Artificial identification of performance obligations that are implicitly embedded
within contracts for the sole purpose of meeting the requirements of an
accounting standard.
This would result in arbitrary performance obligations
driving revenue recognition. It is difficult to envisage how this could then
generate improved financial reporting to either users of' the financial statements
or management.
Inconsistent identil'ication of performance obligations across similar contracts
which would compromise the comparability of financial statements. We set out
an example in Question 9 that highlights the difficulties in interpreting revenue
within the financial stall'ments where clilTerent accounting outcomes could occur
in relation to essentially the same business activities.

..

..

Revenue recognition that does not reflect the economic substance or the
transaction. It is oLlr view that when an entity is acting under the instruction or
its customer that irrespective of when legal control of the asset is transferred,
revenue should he recognised as services are provided.
Structuring of long-term contracts to achieve a desired revenue recognition
prorile. This is not a desirable outcome as it highlights accounting considerations
will drive cornmercial matters and this is not in the spirit or what the IASB is
trying to achieve in this new revenue recognition model.

The above example and the issues identified thereon reinforces that conlractors are
providing continuous services under long-term construction contracts, ane! it is not
practical or relevant for performance obligations to be separately identified. We
strongly agree with the comments raised in paragraph 3.22 outlining the practical
difficulties and accordingly suggest that the measure of the extent to which services
have been continuoLlsly transferred is best measured by reference to the stage or
completion. Industry practice for determining the stage of completion is by rel'crcnce
to costs to date compared to costs at completion. This rerIects the ACA's view that
progressive revenue recognition, that is linked to the activities anc! progress on the
long-term construction on the asset. is the most relevant and meaningful driver of
revenue recognition and reneets the economic substance of construction services.

QUesti()n 5:
Do you agl'ee that an entity should separate the performance
obligations in a contract on the basis of when the entity transfers the promised
assets to the customer'? Why or why not'? If not, what principle would you
I specify for separating ped'ormance obligations?

~

In principle yes as long as the definition of "transfer" is better explained. As
discussecl in Question 4, we consider the term transfer should reflect the economic
substance of the transaction as opposed to passing or legal title. Otherwise if transfer
purely means the transfer of the individual good delivered or service performed then
our response would be no.
In addition there are concerns on how warranties will be treated as separate
performance obligations. The construction industry is unique in respect to warranties
as there are both statutory and contractual obligations that the contractor is
responsible for. Indeed, some assets are required to satisfy lengthy "fit for purpose"
perforrnance hurdles that can extend in excess of 20 years. Accordingly estirnating the
exposure to such ubligations cannot be based on historical patterns. Unlike a simple
transaction of selling goods. the construction industry delivers services and goods to
cllstomers that are not homogenous. 'T'herefore it would not be possible to reliably
determine a pattern or warranty obligations <lnclthe extent to whieh that pallern would
apply to future contract warranty obligatiolls to measure deferred revenue. Instead it
would be more usdul to just provide for actual defects as an expense when they
occur.

think that an entity's obligations to
refund the customer's consideration is a

No cumment.

that sales incentives give rise
in a contrad with a customer?
No comment.

Question 8: Do you agret~ that an entity transfers an asset to a
satisfies a performance ohligation) when the customer controls
good or when the customer receives the promised services'? Why or why
not, please suggest an alternative for determining when a promised
service is transfen'ed.
We consider that the guidance in the DP in relation to control is insufficient to draw'
conclusions as to how this concept might apply to construction contracts. We are
concerned that the proposed model focuses too much on the legal form of the contract
rather than the econornic substance or the arrangement.
In this regard, we note IFRIC IS.IEII states that an "entity may have control over the
activities relatecl to the performance of its contractual obligation but not over the real
estate itseW'. This might apply to a house builder constructing on a customer's land.
We believe that it is important for guidance to be issued to clarify that legal ownership
of land is !lQ.l. necessarily an appropriate trigger for transfer of control of construction
activities and therefore revenue recognition.
We note that the DP model appears to be inconsistent ,vith Service Cnncession
Arrangements under IFRIC 12 whereby the grantor of the concession records the asset
on its balance shect as the lcgal owner even though it does not control the asset for the
period of the concession.
Further, it is unclear from the DP how the transfer of control would be determined for
a construction contract. In most industries, control may be related to physical
possession and this would be a logical basis for assessing the transfer of control.
However, this is significantly more complex when determining when control transfers
for a long-term construction contract.
For example. 11 contractor may contract to build a building on a customer's land. The
customer agrees to progressive payment with third party certification. Legally, it may
be that as the builder conslructs the asset (brick by brick), control of that brick would
pass to the customer once it is affixed to the site. If so, the contractor may recognise
rcvenue progrcssi vely (i .e.: si milar to percentage completion met hod).

However, the great majority of standard form and many bespoke construction
contracts:
o
provide that the progressive payment or monies hy the owner to the builder are on
account only and do not evidence that the huilder has effectively discharged its
performance obligations. notwithstanding that value is heing created for the
customer;
®
provide for payment on a value of work completed basis;
give the owner the right to deduct monies from payments due to builder for
claims (including claims relating to works that have already been completed and
paid for on an account only basis); and
contemplate a completion regime pursuant to which an independent third party
ceni fies that the works carried out by the builder have achieved completion, are
"fit for purpose" and that the builder has othervvise satisfied its performance
obligations.
@

Given the above, the concept of progressively recognising revenue upon satisfaction
by the builder of discrete "performance obligations" (and the transfer of control to the
owner) is potentially inconsistent with the terms of many standard form construction
contracts. Specifically, while builders are typically paid progressively for the value of
the works completed, a builder's contractual liability to the owner is generally not
discharged until much later in the project when it has completed the works and the
building has been certified as "fit for purpose" by an independent third party. In short,
the great majority of a builder's performance obligations are ongoing during the
course of the works and would be difficult to meaningfully decompartmentalise so
that revenue recognition occurred progressively on the basis of the builder's
satisfaclion of discrete perfonnance obligations.
Further, the concept that the builder has performed its obligation when services are
"transl'crred" to the owner also presents issues in construction projects where
components of work are so interrelated. Indeed, while the "asset" or "service" may
have been delivered to, or been constructed on the owner's land and in sOllie
circumstances equipment is transferred to owners on being affixed to the lanel from a
common law perspective, legal contract~ may be redrafted to overcome the transfer of
control if not paid ror. Monitoring such clauses for each contract would be onerous,
and require signiric<lntlegal skills by preparers and auditors of financial reports.
We consider there is a need for greater clarity around the definition of control, and
specifically how this is to be applied to construction contracts. There is significant
uncertainty as to whether conlinuous transfer can be achieved, i.e. is the contractor
satisfying the performance obligation as they construct an asset for a cuslomer.
Contractors are engaged by customers to construct an asset on behalf of the customer
and accordingly it is unclear under the DP whether the contractor is delivering a
customised product (being a good) or whether the contractor is providing construction
services. If the former. then legal analysis would likely result in the "completed
contracts" method being applied, whereas the later would likely result in the
"percentage completion" rnethod.

We consider the guidance around control in any DP should specify that construction,
responding to a customer's requirements. is a service.
One should also consider the accounting by the cllstomer. As the contract progresses.
the customer accrues a liability to pay for the work perfonned or for progressive
payments with the creation of an asset (being an "asset under construction"). This is
an indicator that the asset is being transferred to the customer albeit not legal control.
Similarly. the cllstomer Llsually makes payments after works arc "certified" hy the
cListomer as acceptance of the work performed. Again. this i\ all indicator that the
asset is being transCerred to the custOl1ler over the period ()C the contract. On this
basis, we consider that the driver of revenue for such contracts should be activity.

9: The boards pmpose that an entity should
a performance obligation is satisfied. Are there
would not provide decision-useful information'!

We have outlined the shortcomings with this approach in Question 4. To reiterate we
do not helieve that for long-term construction contracts the concept of measuring
revenue when a performance obligation is satisfied is a meaningful driver for
management or Cor users of the rinancial statements because of the inherent
difficulties in consistently identiCying and measuring these performance obligations.
To illustrate our view. consider the following two examples for a contract to construct
a building and our interpretation of the revenue recognition outcome uncler the DP.
Elltity

Contract lerms

Progressive handover
of each (']oor of the
building as
contemplated by
Example:) of the DP.
(i.e. milestone driven)

Inlerpretalion ()/revellue recogllilion pI'I)/lle under lhe

DP
Revenue recognised on a proportionate basis as each
rIoor is accepted hy the cllstomers.

is recognised until the building is
certified anc! accepted by the

This example highlights how one asset can be delivered with two different contraetual
arrangements Cor exactly the sanle activities ane! services being provided hy the
contractor. Legally the contracts are different but in substance, the contractor IS
providing the same service and accordingly should be accounted for similarly.
The DP would result in the performance of the construction contract heing
represented in two entities' financial statements differently: in Cact it could be
represented two dilTerent ways within the one entity. We question how the revenue
recognition profile can differ so significantly when economically the contracts are the

same and the eontractor undertakes the same aclivltle\ to construct the building.
further. it is difficult to envisage how banks, analysts, investors and other u\ers of
financial statements will be ahle to understand why the revenue and earnings profile
of these two entities differ so substantially or how to interpret year on year
performance of an entity with such variability in revenue recognition. Users of the
financial statements will never have visibility of individual contracts to understand
that revenue is being impacted significantly due to the legal form of the underlying
contract. Consequently our view is that for long-term construction contracts the
decision usefulness of the performance obligation approach is jeoparclisecl and the
comparability of financial statements is also compromised.
We believe thm in this example the most appropriate outcome is for both contracts to
be accounted Cor progressively as this is Illo\l representative of perl·ormancc. This is
consistent with our view that the sl'rvice/acti\ ity on a project is the hest determinate
of revenue recognition and accurately rcl'lects the performance of the entity under a
long-term contract.

Question 10: In the boards' proposed model, performance ohligations are measured
initially at the original transaction price. Suhsequently, the measurement of' a
if it is deemed onerous.
obligations should be measured initially at the

Initial measurement
We agree that performance obligations should be measured initially at the transaction price.
--------,

b) Do you agree that a performanee obligation should be deemed onerous and
remeasured to the entity's expeeted eost of satisfying the performanee obligation if that
cost exceeds the carrying amount of the performance obligation'? Why or why not'?
While Vie agree rhat a performance obligation should be deemcd onerous if cost exceeds the
c'arrying value of the performance obligation. we disagree with the assertion in 5.43 that the
total amount of rcvenue recognised is equal to the transaction price. Variations, claims and
incentive payments are an integral part of all construction contracts and they are not included
in the original transaction price.
Variations. claims and incentivc paymcnts arc not addresscd in the proposals dcspite being
clcarly accounted ror in lAS II. As a result we believe lAS II better reflects current
construction contracts and provides more meaningful guiciance for preparers or <ll'Counts. The
ED should provide guidance on such matters.
Currently the DP docs not provide guidance on the treatment of L'hanges in contract margin
other than when contracts become onerous. It is not uncommon for construction margins to
move during the construction period. Currently, such changes are dealt with via a .. true up" in
the current reporting perioe!. This true up provides a more reliable measure of earnings
compared to the DP which contemplates a cost overrun being accounted for prospectively.
We would note that using a "cost trigger" for re-l1leasurement as suggested in 5.82 is similar
to the test in lAS II; however this approach would force preparers to maintain a continued

foclls on cost to complete despite revenlle recognition dwnging to be foclised on satisfying
performance ohligation.

you think that there arc some performance ohligations for which the proposed
measurement approach would not provide decision-useful information at each financial
statement date'? Why or why not? If so, what characteristic of the obligations makes
that approach unsuitahle'? Please provide examples.

We believe the proposed measurement approach docs not provide decision useful information
for variations, dairns, rise/fall. early completion bonuses and progressive changes in margin.
Also refer Question 10(h).

I d) Do you think that somc performance obligations in a revenue rccognition standarjl
be subject to another measurement approach'? Why or why not'? If so, please
Lprovide examples and describe the measurement approach you would usc.
-------------- - - - - - - -

I should

Refer ahove.

Qm'stiOI1 11: The boards propose that an entity should allocate the transaetion price at
contract inception to the performance obligations. Therefore, any amounts that an
entity charges a customer to recover any costs of obtaining the contract (e.g.: selling
costs) arc illduded in the initial measlIrement of the performance obligations. The
boards propose that an entity should recognise those costs as expenses, unless they
for
as an asset in accordance with other standards.
a) Do you agree that any amounts an entity charges a customer to recover the costs of'
obtaining the contracts should be included in the initial measurement of an entity's
performanc~_ obligatio_ns'? Why or why not'?
We agree. rerer Question lO(h).

b) In what cases would recognising contract origination costs as expenses as they
incurred not provide decision-useful information about an entity's financial
position and financial performance? Please
and explain why.

~lI'e

Significant external contract origination costs (over and above on-going selling costs)
that arc incurred as part of a competitive hiclcling process should he capitalised to the
extent they arc recoverable. Some of these costs, for example, the costs associated
with developing it design solution that conforms to the required specification and will
be used in the construction following the award of the contract. represent an integral
part or the satisfaction 0/ the performance obligation ancl thererore should he
capitalised when the bid is probable of succeeding. These costs are rellected in the
overall transaction price.

Question 12: Do you agree that the transactioIl prices should" be alloealed to the
perfol'manee obligatioIls on the basis of entity's stand-alone selling prices of the goods or
s('rvices underlying those pt'rfnl'manC(~ obligations,? Why or why not'? If not, on what
basis would you allo('ate the transaction price

Refer Question 4.

Question 13: Do you agree that if an entity does not sell a good or service separately, it
should estimate the stand-alone selling price of that good or service for the purposes of
allocating the transaction price'? Why or why not'? When, if ever, should the use of'
. estimates ht, constrained'?

Rcfcr Question 4.

f1ppendix 3
AUSTRALIAN CONSTRllCTORS ASSOCIATION
MEMBERS
Abigroup Limited
Baulderstone Pty Ltd
BGC Contracting Pty Ltd
Bilfinger Berger t\ustralia Pty Ltd
Hovis Lend Lease Pty Ltd
Clough Limited
Downer EDt Limited
Fulton Hogan Pty Ltd
John Holland Group Pty Ltd
Laing O'Rourke Australia Construction Pty Limited
Leighton Contractors Pty Limited
Leighton Holdings Limited
Macmahon Holdings Limited
Brookfield Multiplex
McConnell Dowell Corporation Limited
Thiess Pty Ltd
United Group Limited

